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And how fine a place the house seemed to me now that it was imperceptibly nearing the brink
of dissolution and silent oblivion.
— W. G. Sebald, The Rings of Saturn (1998)

I am drawn to the incredibly paradoxical beauty as expressed in the transformation from
man-made order into the beauty of natural chaos.
— Avery Danziger
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William Henry Fox-Talbot’s The Pencil of Nature (1844) asserts:
“Photography will enable us to introduce into our pictures a multitude of
minute details which add to the truth and reality of the representation, but
which no artist would take the trouble to copy faithfully from nature.”
Details as demanded by crime scene investigation, but also “rough,”
“intricate,” “varied,” “broken” forms so valued by lovers of the prevailing
aesthetic of that day, the picturesque. Talbot continues: “A casual gleam of
sunshine, or a cast shadow thrown across his path, a time-withered oak, or a
moss-covered stone may awaken a train of thoughts and feelings, and
picturesque imaginings.”
Walt Whitman expanded on the poetics of the everyday, that which
Talbot sees as a perfect subject for the new medium. In The Leaves of Grass
(1855), the poet writes: “I do not doubt but the majesty and beauty of the
world are latent in any idea of the world . . . I do not doubt there is far
more in trivialities, insects, vulgar persons, slaves, dwarfs, weeds, rejected
refuse, than I have supposed [my emphasis].” This is not far removed from
French surrealist Georges Bataille’s 1929 conception of the “formless”
(l’informe), which includes: “mess,” “jumble,” and “trash.”
This picturesque aesthetic, which still works on our imaginations,
emerges early in photographic history, starting with the Calotypes of
William Henry Fox-Talbot, maturing in the work of D. O. Hill, and continuing
on through late-nineteenth-century Pictorialist soft-focus and non-silver
media. Then into Modernist crisp documentary as in Walker Evans’s treatment
of weather-beaten sharecropper shacks of which James Agee’s description
of in Let Us Now Praise Famous Men (1941) tells us what attracted that
photographer’s eye: “. . . each texture in the wood . . . is distinct in the eye
as a razor; each nail-head is distinct; each seam and split; and each slight
warping, each random knot and knothole: and in each board, as lovely a
music as a contour map and unique as a thumbprint, its grain, which was its
living strength, and these wild creeks cut stiff across by saws; moving
nearer the close-laid arcs and shadows of those tearing wheels.”
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More recently, decrepit structures have been sources of interest and
intervention to artists: Margaret Stratton and José Ferreira (unfunctional
carceral institutions), Candace Schutt (long-abandoned houses in jobdepleted Michigan), Andrew Moore (the ruins of Detroit’s defunct auto
industry), Scott Hocking (sculptural interventions among Detroit’s ruins in
his 2010 series, “Garden of the Gods”), Sara VanDerBeek (images of ruined
post-Katrina New Orleans), Lieko Shiga (photographing photographs in situ,
scattered among Japan’s Tsunami debris), Alfonso Zubiaga and Simon Norfolk
(ghost towns, long-abandoned sites around the globe), Alan Cohen (his
Lines of Authority project, recording fragments of space defining legal
borders dividing land often fraught with violence past or present);
Michelle Lord (digital fantasies figuring the future ruins of J. G. Ballard),
Alison Ruttan and Sonja Kuijpers (maquettes of ruins based on photos), Jud
Turner (mixed-media reliefs inspired by defunct factories, see Oblivion
Factory, 2001), Lebbeus Woods (architectural depictions of altered warscarred structures), photographer and urban sociologist, Camilo José
Vergara (a “skyscraper ruins park”) and, the focus of this essay, Avery
Danziger’s detailed photographs of former mental institution, now near
collapse.
The range of this work in terms
of process, subject, and approach
should make it obvious that the
construction of the “picturesque” as
a form of expression cannot be
understood to remain constant
across this time continuum. In fact,
what is most interesting is how a
persistent focus on the ruin or site
Harlem Valley / Wingdale Project #7146
(Archival pigment print, 2011)
of destruction and debris (as actual
site or as construct) mutated through “paradigm shifts” as to how such
sites are construed as knowledge and aesthetic concerns. Spokesperson of
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the picturesque, William Gilpin, asserted concerns that are similar to, yet
different from, contemporary artists and writers engaging modern ruins as
subject matter. The more recent riffs on the ruin as picturesque scene (we
can term it “the new picturesque,” less sympathetic observers term it “ruin
porn”) disinvite relaxful contemplation, trafficking in new circuits of
meaning. They produce a new type of knowledge from these perennial
photographic themes.
For his most recent body of work — shot at the Harlem Valley
Psychiatric Hospital and Juvenile Corrections Facilities, Dover, New York
(2011 - to the present) — Danziger explores modern ruins. He records the
effects of the “judicious mallet” of time, as William Gilpin put it in his
influential late-eighteenth-century tract, Three Essays: On Picturesque
Beauty; On Picturesque Travel; and on Sketching Landscape: to which is
Added a Poem, On Landscape Painting. Contemporary novelist, W. G. Sebald,
in his novel The Rings of Saturn (1998) captures this melancholic sentiment
well: “And how fine a place the house seemed to me now that it was
imperceptibly nearing the brink of dissolution and silent oblivion.” In
Sebald’s novel, The Immigrants (1992), the protagonist takes a Sunday
peregrination in the ruins of Manchester, England, and discovers an artist,
Ferber, who feels closer to dust — “the grey, velvety sinter left when
matter dissolved, little by little, into nothingness” — than to light, air, or
water. This artist is a painter, but if he’d been a photographer, he’d probably
being making images like Danziger’s, suspending past, present, and future,
halting time’s gallop, reanimating dying spaces. Sometimes the passage of
time itself can result in such revivification.
Heinrich Böll, in Der Engel schwieg (1950, 1992), notes that some
bomb sites over time transformed into dense green vegetation, roads winding
through like “peaceful deep-set country lanes.” Sebald reacts differently
to abandoned WWII British military installations: “But the closer I came to
these ruins, the more any notion of a mysterious isle of the dead receded,
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and the more I imagined myself amidst the remains of our own civilization
after its extinction in some future catastrophe.” When I read this passage
from The Rings of Saturn, it recalled my precise response to Danziger’s
photographs of a time-blasted former mental hospital.
The inherent temporal aspect of photography — begun at the moment of
exposure which separates the instant the shutter opens and closes, to the
later moment when the images becomes visible — is directly connected to its
light-sensitive chain of causality, its ability to paint, in wink or via timeexposure, with light. That “wink,” the instantaneous exposure, “wrecks” the
flow of time, abruptly crashing it onto film, a contingent event is captured,
while the time-exposure layers time, gently extracting the quintessence of
the subject (in this case decrepit hospitals) during minutes in front of the
camera as in Avery Danziger’s time-exposures made using a tripod-chained
camera where, rather than negated as in the instantaneous shot, temporal
flow becomes an equal partner in making
these well-considered photographs.
In his earlier work dating from the
mid-1970s, Danziger often melded handheld time exposures with flash-fill,
creating hybrid exposures. Here flash
promises instant revelation of truth, while
the time-exposure endeavors to regain some
of the features through which painting
traditionally enacts time. Hence, the
“reality” of the subject photographed is
questioned. Such exposure hybridization is
found in this artist’s Coeur Fidele series
from the early 1980s. Danziger (born in
Chapel Hill, North Carolina, residing in Los
Angeles at the time of this earlier
Coeur Fidele series (Cibachrome, 1980)
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production, now based on the East Coast) trained his camera from a high
angle down onto ornate pet graves in Paris’s oldest pet cemetery. Unlike his
current subject, these granite-inscribed, the headstones resist becoming
rusted out ruins and attempt to counter the mortality of the animal buried
beneath, testifying to the enduring faithfulness of the beloved pet to its
owner who has returned the favor by attaching a photo-ceramic of the
animal to the colorful flower-surrounded headstone. All this
sentimentalism plays upon cemetery visitors’ heartstrings. Yes, it’s all
kitschy subject matter, but this is what attracted this photographer’s sly eye
— just as did the time-dissolved institutional structures he now shoots.
In 1976, he went to Guanajuato,
Mexico to photograph the famous
mummies there. Those grotesque
cadavers are visually reanimated
using time exposures with hand-held
camera, or nudged tripod, and
followed by a burst of flash. An
analogous project from the early
Mummy #1, Guanajuato, Mexico (Cibachrome, 1976)
1980s, Gardens of Babylon, had the
artist shooting, in the same slowexposure with fill-flash manner, classic statuary of idealized human forms,
the aesthetic reverse of those horrific mummies. Here, again, the mixture of
blur and sharp rendition leaves passages of blurred color over-washing
sharp realistic forms. Stone figures become “the undead,” taking on an
uncanny animation that is as much painterly as photographic. This earlier
body of work — shot on Kodachrome, printed on Cibachrome — are often
sites of death. This is akin to his most recent project, large color saturated
photographs of myriad interior scenes in the former Harlem Valley
Psychiatric Hospital. Dying the slow death of neglect, these spaces are also
reanimated, but using tripod-firm time exposures which are occasionally
aided by digital manipulation and hyped-up color.
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Throughout his production,
Danziger makes us aware of the
disjunction between photograph and
referent. Scenes become meaningful
only in, and as, its representation. In
this latest series, he problematizes
figure/ground relations, or
collapses them flat, employing the
Greenbergian terms of high modernist
Harlem Valley / Wingdale Project #8357
(Archival pigment print, 2011)
abstract painting to image the
collapsing institutional site he’s
chosen to visually explore. Also linking earler work with later is the
artist’s animus toward chaos and destruction, his desire to find something
enduring in a fugitive existence: “For me, as bizarre as it may sound, standing
in many of these buildings [the mental facility], amidst all the chaos and
destruction, it feels much the same for me as standing in a grove of giant
sequoias out in California.” A statement recalling author J.J. Furnas’s
succinct observation: “Death is a low chemical trick played on everybody but
sequoia trees.”
Both Danziger and Furnas’s
statements more than hint at our fear
of death. Polish thinker, Zygmunt
Bauman, in Mortality, Immortality and
Other Life Strategies writes that “in
the light of mortality, all meanings
of life look pallid, wan,
insubstantial. This light must be
extinguished, if only for a time and an
Harlem Valley / Wingdale Project #8806
(archival pigment print, 2011)
occasion, for life meanings to appear
solid and reliable,” adding that there, “would probably be no culture were
humans unaware of their mortality; . . .” In these several bodies of work,
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Danziger explicitly engages this counter-mnemonic. One image explicityly
harkens toward our dark demise, Harlem Valley/Wingdale Project #8806,
where a black void awaits beyond a hole smashed through safety glass,
figuring a violent exit.
Whereas writer W.G. Sebald’s “melancholic longings” leads him in
novel after novel to travel in search of remnants of his own childhood and
for the origins of his melancholy disposition to see the world as one of
permanent calamity, Danziger’s eschews the personal and reverses such
calamity by giving the iconic objects that he images — grave sites, statuary,
and ruins — what critic Walter Benjamin referred to as aura.
In an essay on Charles Baudelaire, Walter Benjamin recalls that the
poet famously opposed painting and photography by arguing painting’s ability
to continuously feed our desire with a beauty conjured “out of the womb of
time”, while photography, mere mechanical reproduction, is immediate,
barren and lacks depth, and so can only give us a quick satiation; hence, it is
responsible for a decline of aura. But, as is well-known, Benjamin argues
certain photographs, long-time exposed images, can evoke a certain
perceptibility he terms aura. He explains this auratic experience as
“rest[ing] on the transposition of a response common in human relationships
to the relationship between the inanimate or natural object and man. The
person we look at, or who feels he is being looked at, looks at us in turn.
To perceive the aura of an object we look at means to invest it with the
ability to look at us in return,” which “comprises the ‘unique manifestation
of a distance’.” A few lines on, Benjamin bolsters his insights with a citation
from Marcel Proust: “Some people who are fond of secrets flatter
themselves that objects retain something of the gaze that has rested on
them.” And further on, he cites Paul Valéry on aura and dreams: ”In dreams,
however, there is an equation. The things I see, see me as much as I see
them.” I suggest Danziger’s projects discussed above work against their
roots in mechanical reproduction in both their analogue and digital modes
because of that artist’s mastery of exposure manipulation and the painterly
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effects achieved therewith, as well as his creation of intense, exaggerated
color.
This contrasting of two types of
exposure (instantaneous/timed), and the
latter’s resulting aura, is remarked on in
Walter Benjamin’s famous 1931, A Short
History of Photography. Expanding on
Benjamin, Thierry de Duve’s essay in October
5 (Summer 1978), “Time Exposure and
Snapshot,” equates the snapshot with trauma
(parrying its shock), the time-exposure, slow
optics, with mourning (melancholy) and
implies a receptivity or vulnerability or
exposure to whatever is encountered. In
Danziger’s case, what is encountered are
memorial sites: the “undead” of mummies and
Harlem Valley / Wingdale Project #9334 building 35,
Power PlantI (detail, archival pigment print, 2011)
statuary, and now the paint-shredded, rustpainted interiors of a defunct institution rife with with obscure signage,
graffiti, and the flotsam and jetsam of once functional objects. To look at
Danziger’s work, especially his most recent, is to enter a dream-space that
the artist shares with us. It encourages an aesthetic projection that both
soothes and rekindles the desire for a more immediate contact with these
objects, even ruins. Over a thirty-year span of working, his aesthetic
concerns with these parameters have remained steady, even though his
subject matter has varied.
The Age of the Machine, reaching its pinnacle in the 1920s, was
celebrated in modernist depictions of the modern forms of utilitarian
architecture, such as Edward Weston’s ARMCO Steel Works (1922) which
finds essential forms emerging from gleaming steel, enhanced by the play of
light across this giant “light-modulator.” This monochromatic paean to the
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new suggests a comparison with Danziger’s
“time-pounded” rendition of a similar scene
found in that decrepit mental facility.
The two compositions have formal
similarities, but gleaming steel has, in a slow
combustion, rusted since the structure was
built in 1924 and closed in 1994.
Interestingly, each can be understood as
“beautiful,” but in opposing forms of
knowledge and aesthetics: modernist versus
Harlem Valley / Wingdale Project
(Archival pigment print, 2011)
been associated with the rejection of
modernist faith in technology, form-followsfunction, and wholeness, and so it raises the fragment and the ruin to a
level of importance not seen since the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries’
love of ruins. In “The Work of Iron” (1858), John Ruskin gave voice to
picturesque interpretation of what his fellow men reviled as spoiled iron:
“. . . we suppose it to be a great defect in iron that it is subject to rust. But
not at all. On the contrary, the most perfect and useful state of it is that
ochreous stain; [It is] sunshine, not of landscape, but of dwelling place. . .
. It is not a fault in the iron, but a virtue, to be so fond of getting rusted, . .
. we may say that iron rusted is Living; but when pure or polished, Dead.”
Danziger’s exploration of
institutional ruins in his Harlem
Valley/ Wingdale Project offer
intense photographic shooting
experiences in crumbling HazMat
zones — he wears protective gear,
looking much like a deep-sea diver —
resulting in very large, highresolution, vividly colored archival
pigment prints. Detailed, structured,
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the digital images are extracted from mainly dark, dank, fragmented
interiors. When the range between highlight and shadow is too great to be
encompassed by a single exposure, he’ll make several bracketed exposures,
layering and combining them via HDRI in PhotoShop, thus retaining superb
detail throughout.
These spaces — devoid of people, but not memories — reveal graffiti
and messages of desperation from long-gone inmates, in a place where time
would seem to have stood still. In these images one senses most directly a
capacity to register the persistence of past suffering as absorbed into the
substance of lived space, into the setting of human history; yet given
theartist’s skill in poetic visualization, the “existence of the horrible in
every atom of air” that so pervades these spaces has been aesthetically
redeemed.
Yet some images of Danziger’s
invite melancholic musings. Harlem
Valley/Wingdale Project #8312,
Building 35, Smith Hall depicts a
counter with vacant seats in a dining
facility, all fallen into ruin. One
can’t help contrast this image with
Edward Hopper’s The Night Hawks
Harlem Valley / Wingdale Project #8312 Building 35, Smith Hall
(o/c 1942). Hopper’s scene of a
(Archival pigment print, 2011)
modern diner with occupants today
evokes nostalgia, whereas Danziger’s sad record of a time-smashed diner
devoid of people evokes melancholy. The people who once used this facility
are present in their conspicuous absence.
Given the artist’s use of saturated color and the absent-presences he
evokes in his work, I would describe the outcome oxymoronically, as a
spectral materialism. Jean Baudrillard’s description of his own photography
seems descriptive of Danziger’s practice: “I isolate something in any empty
space and then it irradiates this emptiness — there’s the irradiation of the
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object within this emptiness . . . it is a kind of automatic writing.” The
resulting prints evoke a mystery of an encounter — an encounter not unlike
that recorded in Rainer Maria Rilke’s novel, The Notebooks of Malte Laurids
Brigge (1910), in which the protagonist (a flâneur on the verge of a
nervous breakdown) describes a ruined Parisian apartment: “The stubborn
life of these rooms had not let itself be trampled out. It was still there; it
clung to the nails that were left, stood on the narrow remnant of flooring,
crouched under the corner beams where a bit of interior still remained. You
could see it in the paint which it had changed, slowly, from year to year:
blue into moldy green, green into gray, yellow into a faded rotting white.”
Commenting upon the manner in which Malte experiences these ruins, Eric L.
Santner in On Creaturely Life (2006) observes: “That everything Malte
‘sees’ in the face of this urban ruin acquires its legibility in an instant
bringing this discourse of traumatic epiphany into proximity to the medium of
photography [my emphasis].”
The institutional site Danziger has photographed is scheduled to be
refurbished and transformed into new commercial usages. Some of
Danziger’s large prints may even be selected to hang inside the newly
reconstituted multi-use condo facility where they will visually justify the
facility’s new lease on life. But Danziger’s work itself does not explicitly
engage this aspect of future resurrection, being more focused on the
melancholic pleasures of memory, astute formal ploys, the overt sex appeal
of decay as engendered in his use of saturated color, and the imaging of the
outmoded as “profane illuminations” (based on the new gaze the surrealists
brought to material culture). Just as Walter Benjamin (commenting on such
“illuminations”) noted how quickly capitalist production turned massproduced objects into detritus, Danziger’s images hint how quickly those
institutions themselves become detritus.
The resulting prints in this ongoing project are most, not all, stunning
digital simulations, transformations of what was before the lens; when
necessary, the long-scale of the subject matter is compressed, and color is
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intensified, so the final image resembles the “madeness” of elaborately
constructed sets or overtly manipulated tableaux (think of Jeff Wall’s The
Destroyed Room, 1978) which gives such work its uncanny aspect. Thus, the
images here diverge from more conventional approaches to this subject
matter by intensifying the “judicious mallet” time has wrought, incarnating
what I’m calling a “judicious palette of time” from which the artist can
select to realize these scintillations of being. These realizations are herein
collected (and were recently exhibited) under the death-defying title:
“Seeking Permanence.”
THE END
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